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QUESTION 1

What is the correct syntax for calling a controller action from a Visualforce page and updating part of the page once the
action is completed? (Choose two.) 

A.  

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which technique can run logic when an Aura Component is loaded? 

A. Use an aura:handler `init\\'\\' event to call a function. 

B. Use the connectedCallback(0 method. 

C. Use the standard doinit function in the controller. 

D. Call $A. enqueueAction passing in the method to call. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a consideration when testing batch Apex? (Choose two.) 

A. Test methods must execute the batch with a scope size of less than 200 records 

B. Test methods must call the batch execute() method once 

C. Test methods must use the @isTest (SeeAIIData=true) annotation 

D. Test methods must run the batch between TeststartTestQ and Test.stopTestQ 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has an existing automation where a custom record called Account Plan is created upon an
Account being marked as a Customer. Recently, a Workflow Rule was added so that whenever an Account is marked
as a 

Customer, a \\'Customer Since\\' date field is updated with today\\'s date. 

Now, since the addition of the Workflow Rule, two Account Plan records are created whenever the Account is marked
as a Customer. 

What might cause this to happen? 
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A. The Apex Trigger responsible for the record creation is not bulk sate and calls insert inside of a for loop. 

B. The Apex Trigger responsible for the record creation does not use a static variable to ensure It only fires once. 

C. The Workflow Rule responsible for the record creation fires twice because the \\'Customer Since\\' field Update Is
marked as \\'Re-evaluate Workflow Rules After Field Change 

D. The Process Builder responsible for the record creation fires before and after the Workflow rule. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has reference data stored in multiple Custom Metadata records that represent default information for
certain. 

When a Contact is inserted, the default information should be set on the Contact from the Custom Metadata records ..
Address information. 

What is the optimal way to automate this? 

A. Process Builder 

B. Apex Trigger 

C. Workflow Rule 

D. Visual Flow 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Consider the following code snippet: 
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Which governor limit is likely to be exceeded when the trigger runs when a scope of 200 newly inserted accounts? 

A. Total number of DML statements issued 

B. Total number of records processed as a result of DML 

C. Total number of SOQL queries issued 

D. Total number of SOQL queries issued 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the correct order of execution for Visualforce Page "get" requests (initial page visit)? 

A. Evaluate constructors on controller and extensions 2) If there\\'s a element, create the view state 3) Evaluate
expressions, attribute actions, and other method calls (getters/setters) on main page 4) Evaluate constructors,
extensions, and expression on attribute definitions on any custom components present 5) Send HTML to Browser 

B. Evaluate constructors, extensions, and expression on attribute definitions on any custom components present 2)
Evaluate constructors on controller and extensions 3) Evaluate expressions, attribute actions, and other method calls
(getters/setters) on main page 4) If there\\'s a element, create the view state 5) Send HTML to Browser 

C. Evaluate constructors on controller and extensions 2) Evaluate constructors, extensions, and expression on attribute
definitions on any custom components present 3) Evaluate expressions, attribute actions, and other method calls
(getters/setters) on main page 4) If there\\'s a element, create the view state 5) Send HTML to Browser 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

The use of the transient keyword In Visualforce Page Controllers helps with which common performance issued? 

A. Reduces View State 

B. Improves Query Performance 

C. Improves Page Transfers 

D. Reduces Load Times 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A company represents their customers as Accounts that have an External ID field called Customer_Number__c. They
have a custom Order (Order__c) object, with a Lookup to Account, to represent Orders that are placed in their external
order management system (OMS). When an order is fulfilled in the OMS, a REST call to Salesforce should be made
that creates an Order record in Salesforce and relates it to the proper Account. 
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What is the optimal way to implement this? 

A. Perform a REST GET on the Account and a REST POST to update the Order__c with the Account\\'s record ID. 

B. Perform a REST PATCH to upsert the Order__c and specify the Account\\'s Customer_Number__c in it. 

C. Perform a REST GET on the Account and a REST PATCH to upsert the Order__c with the Accounts record ID. 

D. Perform a REST POST to update the Order__c and specify the Account\\'s Customer_Number__c in it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer is asked to create a Lightning web component that will be invoked via button on a record page. The
component must be displayed in a model dialog. 

Which two steps should the developer take to achieve this? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Add a tarqetConfig anf set targets to lightning_RecordAction. 

B. In targetConfigs, add Lightning_Apppage as a target. 

C. Set action Type to screenAction. 

D. In target, add lightning_RecordAction as a target. 

E. Set eventType to action. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer is inserting, updating, and deleting multiple lists of records in a single transaction and wants to ensure that
any error prevents all execution. 

How should the developer implement error exception handling in their code to handle this? 

A. Use Database methods to obtain lists of Database.SaveResults. 

B. Use Database.setSavepoint() and Database.rollBack() with a Try/Catch statement. 

C. Use a Try/Catch and use sObject.addError() on any failures. 

D. Use a Try/Catch statement and handle DML cleanup in the catch statement. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12
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A developer has built a multi-page wizard using a single Custom Controller to query and update data. Users are
complaining that the pages are loading slowly. 

What will improve performance? (Choose three.) 

A. Reducing the view state 

B. Using actionRegion and rerender 

C. Turning off the standard stylesheet 

D. Setting the Apex Page attribute cache=true 

E. Using selective queries 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two queries are selective SOQL queries and can be used for a large data set of 200,000 Account records?
Choose 2 answers 

A. SELECT id FROM ACCOUNT WHERE Name = !: \\' \\' 

B. SELECT id FROM ACCOUNT WHERE Name = Null 

C. SELECT id FROM ACCOUNT WHERE Name = Null AND Customer_Number_c= \\'ValueA\\' 

D. SELECT id FROM ACCOUNT WHERE id IN (list of Account Ids) 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

As part of point-to-point integration, a developer must call an external web service which, due to high demand, takes a
long time to provide a response. As part of the request, the developer must collect key inputs from the end user before 

making the callout. 

Which two elements should the developer use to implement these business requirements? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Apex method that returns a Continuation object 

B. Screen now 

C. Process Builder 

D. Lightning web component 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 15

Universal Containers uses a custom Lightning page to provide a mechanism to perform a step-by-step wizard search for
Accounts. One of the steps in the wizard is to allow the user to input text into a text field, ERP_Number__c, that is then
used in a query to find matching Accounts. 

A developer receives the exception \\'SOQL query not selective enough. Which step should be taken to resolve the
issue? 

A. Move the SOQL query to within an asyncronous process. 

B. Mark the lRP_Number__c field as an external ID. 

C. Perform the SOQL query as part of a for loop. 

D. Mark the ERP_Number__c field as required. 

Correct Answer: D 
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